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Abstract: This article presents a comprehensive list of writing by and about Ruby Langford Ginibi. It is divided into two sections, the first including book chapters, articles and interviews by Ginibi, the second encompassing scholarly analyses, journal articles and reviews about her life and work.
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I. Compiling a Bibliography

The present bibliography falls into two sections—writing by and about Ginibi. The part on Ginibi’s writing is subdivided into books, sections of Don’t Take Your Love to Town published in anthologies, articles and poems, translations, interviews, audio-visual material and unpublished material which is publicly accessible in Australian Libraries. The section on critical writing—mostly from literary provenance—encompasses scholarly and journal material, reviews and obituaries. The bibliography draws on general bibliographies of (Indigenous) Australian literature (Arnold and Hay; Heiss 219-234; Haag; Schürmann-Zeggel) as well as the evaluation of bibliographical databases (Black Words). Individual poems in Real Deadly and All Ginibi’s Mob are not separately referenced. The bibliography provides a rich source for readers and also documents—in quantitative terms—Ginibi’s relevance for Australian literature: 7 books, 7 extracts of Don’t Take Your Love to Town, 59 articles and poems, 8 interviews, 8 audio-visual pieces, 1 unpublished text and 2 translations into Finnish and German. On the side of the writing about Ginibi, 109 articles, 34 reviews and 7 obituaries have been published until 2012. This accounts for 242 pieces of writing by and about Ginibi.
II. Writing by Ruby Langford Ginibi

Books

Extracts of Don’t Take Your Love to Town

Articles and Poems
“Reflections of Me”. *The Age* [South Melbourne]. 18 February 1995. 6
“The First Aboriginal Progressive Association and My Mixed up Life or ‘Screw Up”’. 


Interviews


“Ruby Langford Ginibi in Conversation with Blanca Fullana”. Bundoora: La Trobe University, 1998 [Australian Conversations no.1].

"Ruby Langford Ginibi Interviewed by Frank Heimans”. 2 February 2000 [3 digital audiotapes; NLA].


**Audio-visual material**

“Aboriginal Author or Themes 1”. Sydney: Special Broadcasting Service, 1994 [1 videocassette; holding: NLA].

“Aboriginal Author or Themes 2”. Sydney: Special Broadcasting Service, 1994 [1 videocassette; 38 min.; holding: NLA].

Barta, Tony. “Ginibi: Ruby Langford Ginibi at La Trobe”. Kew, Sophia Films and La Trobe University, School of English, 1997 [38 min.; holding: La Trobe, Bundoora Campus, Borchardt Library].

Didsbury, Martin. “Aboriginal Experience”. Open Training and Education Network, NSW, 1994 [60 min.].

Kelrick, Martin [interviewer]. “Bob Randall” [contains interview with Ginibi]. Sydney: ABC, 7 May 2001 [30 min.].

“Ruby Langford Ginibi” [Australian Biography Series; interviewer: Robin Hughes]. Lindfield: Film Australia, 1997 [1 videocassette 27 min.].

“Ruby Langford Ginibi. A Lecture”. Sydney: Macquarie University, 1998 [1 videocassette; holding: Southern Cross University Library].


**Unpublished material**

[Miscellaneous texts by Ruby Langford Ginibi; 1998-2003; 10pp.; includes a time line of Aboriginal occupation of Aboriginal Australia; statistics of Aboriginal deaths in custody; different poems]. AIATSIS, pMS 6218.

**Translations**


**III. Criticism**

**Scholarly and journalistic writing**

Adams, Pat. *Brodie’s Notes on Ruby Langford’s Don’t Take Your Love to Town*. South Yarra:


Pierce, Peter. “Self-Styled Battler’s Rambling Soap Opera”. Review of Real Deadly by Ruby


Trees, Kathryn. “Surviving Between Two Cultures. The Family in Don’t Take Your Love to


Creative Writing


**Reviews**


Obituaries
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